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•
Form ".:-..117
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SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351j

Name of group
. 

Location

; , d • / 3 - 3 1 •  a-)72, ...67 /3 a_ k t...4) • 
Name of bank Date of suspension Class

-74 
City or town

2,o ,
Population County

Disposition of suspended bank by Decembr 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anoth,e.r bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

77/eo 
State

Amount of loans flnd investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

1,418.1  ,000

/ , 3 3  90°°

/ c  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch offices 

NOTE: The list of "groupu banks suspended during 1930 and 1v31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to groys and those that belong to chains. The list of susnended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subaivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended group banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of bamks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the 1L--,t of suspended group banks.
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(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193521

222&1-4.. 
Name of group Location

6-iA4t -37  .9-42-3/ • Al-e-At? 
Name of 6ank Date of suspension Class

4
tft• fa,44)  /2, 334 ,}6i.-opot.R.. • . •

City or town Population CouAty State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

9 7.fr  ,00t,

 ,00c

 ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and lv31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of susnended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended groun banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the li-t of suspended group banks.
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Form .i-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

• •

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

_ 
Name of group Location

0-,Q1.1. 4 L

7:

-/3-3/ • 11-142J
Name of/bank Date of suspension Class

.3 .
,1151k, -)'et-ert..e..- • ›-)14nif, .

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
W- Reopened (eu 45-4,t/34.)

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anothtr bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

- / •

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

78  ,000

'Ye  ,000

 , 000 '

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offices 

NOTE, The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1v31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subaivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended group banks WRS determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the li-t of suspended group banks.
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t

orm
Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193521

Name of group

/"."
L 1.,11t-e, • I 
Location

- ( "4 ( A-14 3-17-31 ' a ktod 
Name of bank Date of suspension Class

(I. • 67.; e >)/1.40 41, 
City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anoth,,r bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments /SO  ,000 -

Amount of deposits * .2,,r.2 6  ,000 ,

Amount of capital stock -1-10 0,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general banx suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices Number of branch offices

Heq.d office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 12)31 was made up by sub-
dividing tqe list of susuended group and chain banxs as between those that belong
to grays and those that belong to chains. The list of susnended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subaivision of the banks as loctween those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was det,-rmined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became R
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the of susuendea group banks.
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(Rev. 11-7-36)

• •

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

f' -

Name of group

'7,0;A2.1( Agit-2440e ea
Name of bank

4'17-31

,•, •
*L"-t../ 1 i./e_  •

Location

--, /
ji.rtY • 

Date of suspension Class

;/,,11.4'ird+ .

airrt (Nif '  4 ia a 7 6 a.12.-&,-.4.4 • )()1,6c, -
ity or town Population County State

-ti .

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans rind investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

e 7  ,00C

71/3  ,C00

A5-0  ,000 •

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Heqd office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1 '31 was made up tr sub-
dividing tqe list of susuended group and chain banKs as between those that belong
to vrovs and those that belong to chains. The list of susnended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the list of suspended group banks.
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(Rev. 11-7-36)

"

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

tatr:
tte:2; , ei

Name of group Location

.aze212?-646-0t-J
Name of bank

22'71- n.-11)-71174 

ty or town

154-74 3- 13-3/ ' 771-e-;
Date of suspension Class

cP,
Population

•
Coulity

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anotnr bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

•

7)-teeft, . •
State

Amount of loans and investments P7o  ,°°C.

Amount of deposits /, C d 4,  ,000 -

Amount of capital stock .-u. o  ,000

gl Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch offices 

NOTEs The list of "group" banks susuended during 1930 and 1)31 was made up by sub-
dividing tle list of suspended group and chain bari4s as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently. if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the list of suspended grout; banks.
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Form .1- -117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

BANKS IN Lx PS YdlICH isERE NOT GRANTED LICA,

TO EEO OLLOV.ING THE BANKING HOLIDAY

UNTIL AFTER JUNE 30  1932.

LICENSED
=UM= STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

a-Vili4,14, '"&t, (79'10Uti.  -E4-leiLt4 

Name of group Location

%1  . -0 3  IS7( .
Name of bank Date x).fx)aospeozioa. Class

City or town

licensed

Jr-d4 cOd 42  
Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:

(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)

Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments Cf.3teir  ,00C

Amount of deposits 3 ?de I 4-ki  ,000

Amount of capital stock 2, .ey e e  , 00c

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank( suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offices 

NOTE: The list of ”group” blnks suspended during 1930 and 1)31 was made up by sub-

dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banKs as between those that belong

to groys and those that belong to chains. The list of susnended group and chain

banknorepared in 1931 unaer the direction of the Comittee on Branch, Group, and

Chain Bqnking. The subaivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups

and those belonging to cnains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack o
f

adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined

by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card

record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank bccame a

member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in

determining the li-t of suspended group banks.
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(-1, lit

Form
(Rev. 11-7-36) 

liquidation or receivei ,

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

'UL4t3 F 
, 7 ,

Name of 'group Location

Name of bank

City or town

5 - ‘1. - • L ,
Date of suspension Class

.Z107. ((kV , (\CI t •

Population Coundy State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)

Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anotn.tr bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

3

0,-33

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

 , o o c ,

-13. ',Lc)  ,000 ,

0  , o o o .

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offices 

/41

NOTEs The list of ”group” banks suspended during 1930 and 1()31 was made up by sub-
dividing tqe list of susuended group and chain banks as between those that belong

to grolFs and those that belong to chains. The list of susnended group and chain

bankflorepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and

Chain Banking. The subaivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups

and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of

adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the 1ist.of suspended grour banks was determined

by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a

member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in

determining the list of suspended group banks.
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Form --117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

BANKS IN CIF-PS WHICH WERE NOT GRANTED LICEIr'S

TO REOP7r FOLLOWING THE BANKING HOLIDAY
UNTIL AFTER JUNE"), 193.3t 

LICENSED
MNXINEMY1 STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193521

det.14A4, -71'; .
Name of group Location

City or town

e,tc,e,z_e 

tr - 3' - /it c--).4..., 
Date ctiA,* igN Class

licensed

io7, 7 /6   Q4'14,;,t,Z . 
Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:

(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)

Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anotner bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

e 0  ,00c

,;,; A / 3  ,000

itre  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1 31 was made up by sub-

dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong

to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of susuended group and chain

banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and

Chain Banking. The subaivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups

and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of

adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was determined

by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card

record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a

member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it WqF omitted in

determining the li-t of suscended group banks.

46- cc(- 1- 3 q- e_k et.411,4-A-7 Ca-1-4S'e
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Form
(Rev. 11-7-36)

AMU IN awn MICH URN MOT GRAilaw
TO moPrr rauallamo THE BAN= ROLIDAI

UNTIL AFT1T JUNE "Dc_112,4

LICENSED
=GEM= STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-1935-1/

al.44,1pit,c4 '7 14...e./.
Name of group ocation'

City or town

/ At2 174
Datexx&xxwonesion Class

licensed

t7-- ,42U 53  -
Population County

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:

(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)

Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

C;F. 

-9T;LIP—ate

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

f 

-11-(),e;

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1 31 was made up by sub-

dividing tae list of susoenced group and chain banks as between those that belong

to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain

banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Comittee on Branch, Group, and

Chain Banking. The subaivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups

and those belonging to cnains is necessarily somewhat
 arbitrary due to the lack of

adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was detn.mined

by checking the list of group banks as of December
 31, 1931 against the card

record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank bccame R

member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in

determining the li-t of suspended group banks.

o2-0 - iZti-t‘. _td v3,,/,_44
Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
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Form *-'-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

Z41114,AZA Aierb MUCK 1ERZ NOT GPANTSD uclus
TO IliWrir FOLLO*T 94KINtl HOLIDAT

UNTIL ArLIZT. ZNfi,o. pr.), 

LICENSED
SUM33103 STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

*vo

Name of group

)'('' City or town

5e) 
Location

Date mix.1142w2x,13122.1 Class
licensed

/ 3 174 
Population County

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available!

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anotfttr bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amouut of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

1$ i7 ,00C

4,"f 3  ,000

,32,0a  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offices 

JW•11.

NOTE: The list of "group!' banks suspended during 1930 and 1 31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspenced group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grovs and those that belong to chains. The list of sust)ended group and chain

bankflorelp ared in 1931 unaer the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subaivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups

and those belonging to cnains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was det,.rmined

by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against thP card

record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became R

member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the li-t of suspended group banks.

Qf )3_4 9 -.s.A
Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
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Form -, -117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

Name of group Location

Name of bank Date of suspension Class

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by Decemb,fr 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

r2, 1C-'33 

Amount of loans fInd investments k$ ,00C

Amount of deposits '4. ,000

Amount of capital stock c; ,000,,, 

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general banx suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices

Heqd office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bl'anch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1)31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of susuended group and chain banxs as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subGivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group tanks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a grouP in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the liFt of suspended group banks.

L
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BAI‘iKS IN GROUPS iliCH VERE NOT GPI-11\7ED LICENSE'S T410
REOPEN FOLLO;Mg THE BANKI.G HOLIDAY UNTILForm -,-117 AFTEF JUNE "0, 193..3. (Rev. 11-7-36)

LICENSED
METILEIDE STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193521

t•-)
Name of group

Name of bank

Location

,Qte. )1i 
Date yafmouspenziorx Class

licerad

PCIft•te<L2
City or town Population County tate

Disposition of suspended bank by Decemb,,r 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to th,,: right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken ov,r by anotn,r bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans rild investments k$  1 (F9  ,000

Amount of deposits / g,2,  ,000

Amount of capital stock ...1J--  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of banch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and l';31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of susnended grout and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, aroup, and
Chain Banking. The subaivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to cnains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to tne lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the reriod 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became R
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
aetermining the li-t of suscended group panks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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Form i.-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

BANKS IN GANTT'S ism WM NOT G1ANTED LICENSES 1410
REOPEN FOLLOWTM THE BANK/. G HOLIDAY UNTIL

AilTEE Ma 30 • 1933.A 

LICENSED
7111151HEACKIEKSTATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

-11.1710,  cAlbx.,44/11 
Name of group Locatioh

4 
(474 4(14'.Name o ank Date 4S0§,i;k5.-cct Class

licen ed

City or town
e.2 

Population County

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to tht right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anotner bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

€_ 
StRte

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

d, 75- q  ,oec

'7 91 ,C0C

Lf-D  ,00C

1/ Use the same basis as in the cast of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bfanch offices

JEER.

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1:31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of susoenaed grour and chain banKs as betweem those that belong
to grolps Ind those that belong to chains. The list of susrended grour and chain
banknrepared in 1931 unaer the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subaivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became m
member of a group- in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted i
aetermining the li-t of susuended grour banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



Form 'r...117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

P 7ensed bar7.
liquidalion or L,L7-s;•..

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

•

Name of group Location

Name of bank Date of suspension Class

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anothtr bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments  ,00C

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

' • : .

Location of branch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offices

NOTE! The list of tigroupn banks suspended during 1930 and 1:31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended groun and chain banAs as between those that belong
to gro_lips and those that belong to chains. The list of susnended group and chain
bankft-epared in 1931 under the airection of the ComLittee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subuivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to cnains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tilt, list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank bEcame R
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
aetermining the of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



• •
Form P.-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

Aron-licensed bartk placed in, in,
liquidation or receivership

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193511

Name of group Location

1 - lo-34 
Name of bank Date of suspension Class

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans rmd investments k$ ,000

Amount of deposits  „COO

Amount of capital stock  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch offices 

NOTE1 The list of "group” banks suspended during 1930 and 1:31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935, Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



Tuns oftpup3 T,Eu sof WANT= LICSOSES 1410
REOPEN FOLLOWrirs THE IARIMO HOLIDAY uNTrL

Form ---117 ArrEF 10. 1933% 
(iiPv. 11-7-36)

LICENSED
SMIEMMENE STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

741D __Lt=1_1;t5
Name of group Location

e;e. aZ - A it 
Name of bank Date 012XXMNIRMXIMM).

licensed

s%) 
City or town Population Courity

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anoth,r bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Class

Amount of loans and investments k$ ,946.17,7  ,00C

Amount of deposits kii .n.71?-05- 0Z  9000

Amount of capital stock 07 GeG)  9°°C

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Held office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bfanch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and lv31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended grour and chain banKs as between those that belong
to groups and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
ban4Trepared in 1931 under the direction of the Cormittee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subaivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to cnains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



•

Form ,--117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

Name of group

Name of bank
3 3

Location

Date of suspension Class

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where availablet

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments k$ ,000

Amount of deposits ;'..3 ,000

Amount of capital stock  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Heqd office city

Outside head office city

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

••••

Number of bi.anch offices 

NOTE: The list of ”group” binks susnended during 1930 and 1J31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended groun ana chain banks as between those thRt belong
to gro_13ps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
bankrftepared in 1931 uncter the direction of the Comittee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonginE to groups
and those belonging to cnains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to tLe lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the perioa 1932-1935, tat- list of suspended grour banks was determined
by cnecking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
memuer of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it WRS omitted in
determining the lit of suspended grout oanks,

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



Form F:-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

11-11,eensed bank placed in,
liquidation or receivership

•

1/SUSPRNSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-1935-J

,

Name of gro p

-
N e of bank

•

City or to

Location

oc±
Date of suspension Class

1
Population

\tc   •  N 
County State

Disposition of suspended blnk by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to th,. right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopen&l

Succeeded by new bank

Taken ov,c;r by anotn,r bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

- 7- 3 - 3

Amount of loans !Ind investments 2- (0 iTh/  ,000 .

Amount of deposits II. . 7 0  ,000 .

Amount of capital stock 1, 0-1n  ,000 .

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices Number of bfanch offic.s

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

JIMIL

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1v31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as betwe-2n those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banklqrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently,
member of a group in 1932 or later anct suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in

if any bank became a

determining the liFt of susbended grout banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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Form *r.-.117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

nsed bank placed
ation or receivership 1C0,1

•

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-1935-1/

Name of group Location

Name of bank Date of suspension Class

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:

(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)

Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

7ne

(Hz-

3Y

Amount of loans and investments k$ 1000

Amount of deposits k,; ,000

Amount of capital stock  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statisti
cs.

Location of branch offices 

Heqd office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and l
':31 was made up by sub-

dividing tae list of suspended grout-) and chain banA.s as 
betwe,m those thRt belong

to groups Ind those that belong to chains. The list of susuended group and chain

banknrepared in 1931 unaer the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and

Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups

and those belonging to cnains is necessarily somewhat
 arbitrary due to the lack of

adeyuate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined

by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 aglinst the card

record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bRnk became a

member of a group in 1932 or later !Ind suspended in 1932-1935, it was omit
ted in

determining the liQt of suspended grout, banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
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•
Form ,-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

Orb-licensed bank pirzved in,
liquidation, or recc. ,

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193521

Name of group

Name of bank
- '9) 3

Location

Date of suspension Class

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bnnk by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

1- 33

Amount of loans and investments  ,000

Amount of deposits  ,000

Amount of capital stock  ,000'

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Heqd office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bfanch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks susuended during 1930 and 1 31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group ana chain banks as between those that belong
to groips Ind those that belong to chains. The list of susnended grolrr and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subaivision of tille banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to cnains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to tne lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour blnks was determined
by cnecking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became R
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
uetermining the of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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Form ..-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

Alkieensed bank placed in
liquidation or receivership

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

(

Name of group

C'.13:0 NJ. l'Af 
Name of bank

City or wn

1933
•

Location

' 
Date of sluspension Class

_172  I t  ( I 
C

Popula ion Co4nty State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

,

Amount of loans and investments -11 0C- ,000 •

Amount of deposits 1-2,..SSM/ ,000 •

Amount of capital stock (A00  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offices 

NOTEI The list of Hgroup” banks suspended during 1930 and 12)31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended grour and chain banks as between those that bPlong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknreplred in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups

and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of

adequate information as to the type of control.
For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined

by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card

record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the of suspended group banks.

•

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



•
1,„„47.

Form
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19352/

Name of group Location

Name of bank

<V21-33

Date of suspension Class

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:

(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)

Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anoth,tr bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments k$ ,000

Amount of deposits  ,000

Amount of capital stock  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices Number of bfanch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

NOTEI The list of "group" banks susnended during 1930 and 1 31 was made up by sub-

dividing tae list of suspended groun and chain banks as betwe-m those that belong

to grolps ,rid those that belong to chains. The list of susnended group and chain

banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and

Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups

and thosP belonging to cnains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to tne lack of

adequate information as to the type of control.

For the perioa 1932-1935, tile list of suspended grour blnks was determined

by cnecking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the cgrd

record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any biln;c became a

member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it waF omitted in

uetermining the of suspended grout banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



Isms ni ems imps imam ammo =MOMS
MOM 70140141111 2012114 MOLTDAT um!.Form --117

(Rev. 11-7-36) 41211411111.3216A2314
LICENSED
=Imam STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

cit
Name of group Location

4  4t,t 44,
Name ank

City or town

/4;2-430-0 
Date mixkung)Igisoa 41(Class

licensed

Z) D  C;14, 
Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anoth,:r bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans ,and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

ai6
,o2 

a 
1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counti(?s

Non-contiguous counties

Total

,00C

,

,000

Number of bi.anch offices 

NOTE: The list of ugroup” banks suspended during 1930 and 1,31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of susoenaed group and chain banks as between those that belong
to groups and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended grour and chain
bankMepared in 1931 unaer the direction of the Committee on Branch, aroup, and
Chain Banking. The subuivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the of susbended grour banks.

L_
Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



•
Form
(Rev. 11-7-36)

.7roilkertsed bank placed in 1,33
liquidation, or receivership

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-1935-1/

Name of group Location

Lk  -13- 34-

Name of bank Date of suspension Class

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to th,,: right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans ,rnd investments  ,00C

Amount of deposits '4$ ,000

Amount of capital stock  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total
0

Number of branch offices 

NOTE: The list of ”group” banks suspended during 1930 and 1)31 was made up 17 sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to groups and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
bank;Trepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to thc. lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks RS of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bgnk became a
member of a group in 1932 or later ana suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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Form . -117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

BANKS IN GROUPS "CH V:ERE NOT GRANTED LICENSES 10
REOPEN FOLLOW THE BANKING HOLIDAY UNTIL

MEP JUNE  30J 1,.922.

LICENSED
USPENSINN STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-1935-1/

Name of group

City or town

lt)-t-4411.-Z,92-1,4-144
Location

Date BY6 IZZISTOETatiDlel
licens ed

Population County

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anotntr bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Class

St at e

Amount of loans ruad investments k$ ,„,2 Lf-3  ,000

Amount of deposits 1917  ,000

Amount of capital stock j,44' ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch offices 

NOTE: The list of ”group” banks susuended during .1930 and lv31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended grouo and chain banks as between those that belong
to i,rotyps and those that belong to chains. The list of susnended group and chain
banknorepared in 1931 under the direction of the Comittee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to grouPs
and thosP belonging to cnains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to tne lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-19350 the list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became R
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the lit of suspended grour banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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BANKS IN GROUPSACH YiEFE NOT GRANTED LICENSES TAI/
REOPEN FOLLO , THE BANKING HOLIDAY UNTILForm 

AFTER JUNE 30. 1913.(Rev. 11-7-36)

-40

LICENSED
mgmal STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-1935-1/

-al I - .111

Name of group

Name of bank

City or town

•

- 
Date loimax.x xximm

licensed

CountyPopulation

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anothtr bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

c_6LJ, 
Location

cf-) 
Cla.ss

State

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital' stock

 ,000

 ,000

el•te  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices Number of branch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

NOTE: The list of ugroup” bymks suspended during 1930 and 1(;31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of saspehaed groun and chain banks as between those that belong
to ,,roups and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
bankflErepared in 1931 unaer the direction of the Comittee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Bqnking. The subciivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to cnains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the perioa 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was determin.sd
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted
ctetermining the li-t of susrended grour banks.

in

e_oZ
Digitized for FRASER 
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Form .".-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

icensed bank! p7aced in
liquzdation, or receivership 1933

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193521

Name of group Location

Name of bank Date of suspension Class

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments  ,000

Amount of deposits  ,000

Amount of capital stock $ ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

H.-:;,ad office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offices 

NOTE: The list of ”groupn banks suspended during 1930 and 1)31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as bctween those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grout, banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the li.Ft of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



•
Form
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-1935V

ty.uff"7„, , (2\-- trnt 9Th .7 

Name F group Locatidn

--1- 1160b-1,-, 4- ko-17...,17% V). \s__. ?;.3  
Name of bank Date of suspension Class

N
City olown

akti-g  14\\ 
Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

1 ?Li  ,000

LoL, ,000

100  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch ()Moos 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1;31 was made up 30--
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that bele..
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknorepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as bctween those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 aRainst the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bRnk became R
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the of susuended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



•
Form T'.-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

•Name) oi group

‘1\it CL-14-ca-ine•-• 1/411 J17. (i 
ko-4-3-3

Name of bank Date of suspension Class

_4, 
Locaelyion

10 it, a

6 . 

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended lonnk by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

(1u,v).) 

Amount of loans nnd investments ,,,24/9 ,00C

Amount of deposits k'',3 /.5-3 ,000

Amount of capital stock $ 0-0 0000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general banic suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Held office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks susrended during 1930 and 1)31 was made up by sub-
dividing tqe list of suspended group and chain banKs as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknorepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and

Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as bctween those belonging to groups

and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of

adequate information as to the type of control.
For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended groun banks was determined

by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card

record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a

member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in

aetermining the list of susrended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



- 

Form F..-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

•

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-1935-1/

Name of group

Name of bank

City or town

4„2._ 
Location

-
Date of suspension Class

. 
Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to tht right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anotner bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

rtrit - 

Amount of loans and investments ,..;',/ 3  ,000

Amount of deposits k'$ ,/, /6 0  ,000

Amount of capital stock $ / a--c ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group” banks suspended during 1930 and l';31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subaivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
Rnd those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
aetermining the liFt of susnended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



•
Form T..-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

ctiAL 4 

Name of group Location

\ - - 33

Name of bank Date of suspension

City or town
2.Q1.(4C, „ 

Population

Class

1)L,L,
County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

-.2 - to.0

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

kfe / //  ,000

k.,3 /57 6 /  ,000

.5- o  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices Number of bfanch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1 31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as betwe-2n those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became R
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the list of susuended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



•
orm Ft-117
Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

y R

Name of group

•-t. rt4:70.. :is al.,. 60 

"4.1,

'A

11- ??3

Location

Name of bank Date of suspension .

• 
City or town

7,Q / 9‘ o
Population

110

.
Class

\,-
\,}1.

County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)

Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anotia,,r bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Thar, •
0

i

Amount of loans and investments k'S 1  0 0 °

Amount of deposits 3- y y  ,000

Amount of capital stock 6  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as i•1 the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices Number of branch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

NOTE: The list of "group?' banks suspended during 1930 and 1().31 was made up by sub-

dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and

Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups

and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of

adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks WRS determined

by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card

record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a

member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in

aetermining the liFt of suspended group oanks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



Form T'.-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

(C-41-)k"E'z-  c)AL 
Name of group

Name of bank
- 

Loction

J

Date of suspension Class

, 1,9  cesi Lt\JJ:.. r̀ ( ,)

City or town Population County

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anotner bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

• 
State

Amount of loans and investments /. 3 Y  ,000

';; g ?, 3  ,000Amount of deposits

35- c  000Amount of capital stock 9

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offic.s 

JIOL.

NOTE: The liEt of "group!' banks suspended during 1930 and lv31 was made up by sub-
dividing tle list of suspended group and chain banks as betwe-m those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended groun and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the list of susnended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
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Form *.-:.-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193521

—777 e /). C.., •

Name of group Lacation

17, 
Name of bank

City or town

I -
Date of suspension Class

. 6 ,  -4-U3S_Tri Z-
Popula ion County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to th,,: right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated L-Ig-LL -

Amount of loans ,md investments 1.7 re  ,000 •
Amount of deposits '4.  C 10(  ,000 .

Amount of capital stock c---,, 00  ,000 .

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices Number of bi.anch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

.2-

NOTE: The list of ugroup" banks susnended during 1930 and 1;31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of susnended group and chain banKs as between those that belong
to grips and those that belong to chains. The list of susnended group and chain
bankPorepared in 1931 unaer the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended groun banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became R
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the liFt of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



•
)Form '--t-117

(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

Name of group Location

Name of bank

3- 1- 34-

Date of suspension Class

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments k$ ,00C

Amount of deposits f _,- 4  ,000.

Amount of capital stock c;,,, , ,000.

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general banx suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" b-inks suspended during 1930 and 1:;31 was made up 15r sub-
dividing tle list of suspended group and chain banKs as between those that belong
to grolFs and those that belong to chains. The list of susoended group and chain
bankPorepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subaivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the list of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



•
Form T.-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

• -nsc.L.i., 
acc

• ,•i't;
•

19'33

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

0.44.; 
Name of group Location

Name of bank

,

Date of suspension Class

City or town Population County St -;.4.;e

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded. by new bank

Taken over by anotner bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments ,v., ,< ? ,000

Amount of deposits '4. .,:<) c/i- ,000

Amount of capital stock ,!...7-0 / 000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch offices

NOTE: The list of ”group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1()31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
bankflorepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups

and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of

adequate information as to the type of control.
For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined

by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card

record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a

member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in

determining the liFt of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



• •
._ -Zorm 1;.-117

(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-1935-1/

Name of group Location

Name of bank Date of suspension Class

-2. /6 • //

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by Decembtr 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to tht right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans racl investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

•  ,000 '

-  000L  f

c•
9 ,000

1./ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch offics 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1)31 was made up by sub-
dividing tqe list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknorepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and tnose belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was det.rmined

by ch.cking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if aany bank became
m.mb.r of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the liFt of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



• •
Form
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

Name of group Location

Name of bank Date of suspension Class

::!

CI

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anotntr bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments k$ ,000. -

Amount of deposits  ,000 •

Amount of capital stock  ,000 "

1/ Use the same basis as in tht:: case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bfanch offices 

J110.

NOTE: The list of "grouptt binks suspended during 1930 and 1;31 was made up by sub-
dividing tele list of suspended group and chain banKs as betwet.11 those that tplong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
bankflorepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subaivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and thos belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined
by chPcking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became R
member of a group in 1932 or later qnd suspended in 1932-1935, it waF omitted in
determining the liFt of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



• •
'Form l'.-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193511

Name of group Location

Name of bank
C- ") -70

Date of suspension Class

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded. by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Arount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

 ,000.

 ,000 •

le  ,000 •

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch offices 

NOTEs The list of "group" b-Inks susuended during 1930 and 1;31 was made up by sub-
dividing t-le list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to tho lack of

adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks wqs dotermined

by chocking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card

record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a

momber of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in

aetermining the li-t of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



'Mr

INKS IU MGM 911VH MS NOT OVANTO LICIIMES 7110
Form - -117 MOM INI.LAYA ITT TIM 1114=10 HOLIDAY Ulf=
(Rev. 11-7-36) AMOR 10. 19-V=

JO- Ar

LICENSED
MEMNSIM STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-1935-1/

.41 el AP
—.a " .41

Name of group

Name of bank .

City or town

ir -33
Date xpfxiodum

licensed

'7, Tc-2
Population

97-1/.
cation

4;5 C.2

County

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

CC17 •

Class

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

i;$ ?  ,00c

Fa— ,000

.S  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch offics 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1,31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of susnented group and chain banKs as between those that belong
to grovs and those that belong to chains. The list of susnended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 unaer the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to cnains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adecivate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently. if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
aetermining the of suspended group banks.

• 
Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
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Form
(Rev.

BANKS IN GROUPS H WERE NOT GRANTED LICEITSES
REOPEN FOLLOWIldu THE BANKING gOLIDAY UNTIL

11-7-36) OLIPTE'R MINE 30. 1933. 
LICENSED
AMEENEBIOU. STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS , 1930-193511

Name of , oup

(47 ourlund4Citr or town

Location

gt-Z
Date odatntspssalt Class

licensed

/if 
Population County

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935: ,
(Show data in the column to tht right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anothtr bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans nnd investments -44.9-  ,000

Amount of deposits ;,'  ...3q/  ,000

Amount of capital stock „go-  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1,31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of susuended grour and cklain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of susnended grouv and chain
banknrepared in 1931 unaer the direction f the Committee on Branch, aroup, and
Chain Banking. The subaivision of the banks s between those belongina to groups
and those belonging to cnains is necessarily s mewhat arbitrary due to tne lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bqnk became R
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the li-t of susuended group banks.

A _ 

Digitized for FRASER 
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Form
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193521
Qi,

CIO"- OVit.• -,131..A.\ (I- • 
. 

6 - 
Name of group Location

----\ t A.a. \-7.--Oliop__Aka,,,_.7.3')
Name

I r, 
of bank Date of suspension Class

-24,2
City or town Population County

Disposition of suspended bqnk by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank V -34

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

k$ '-,

',;* .::-/

Amount of capital stock

9 .?,/ 900C

,000

:.:,--o 9000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch officPs 

JONI.

NOTE* The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1)31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknorepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subaivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and thosP belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently,
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted

if any bank became a
in

determining the liFt of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



SAM IN GROUPS UNI: NOT GRANTED LICENSES Ali
Form Y:.-117 MPH! FOLLOEIttu TB?. RIMWO MIMI MIL
(Rev. 11-7-36) AM, JILEML.L.1 1

LIUiSLD
XIIINIMMX STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

Name of group
04-1-0-C,,(1772-1t-0.

ic 
Date afloat:a:1,mi=

license'

ZT 
Population

Location

Class

atLa  L
County St e

Disposition of suspended bnnk by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to ths: right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken ovsr by anoth,r bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans nnd investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

ire r7

e

,000

,00C

,000

Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch offic.s 

NOTE: The list of "group!' banks suspended during 1930 and 1(1)31 was made up by sub-
dividing tle list of suspenced group and chain banss as between those that belongto grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chainbanknreplred in 1931 unaer the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subuivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to cnains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was det.rminE- d
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became R
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



•
Form '.-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS. 1930-193521

Name of group Location

Name of bank

uk9-Q-0 

\1-30 a
Date of suspension Class

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bqnk by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

,00C '

, 000

,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

He9d office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offices 

NOTE: The list of ”group” banks suspended during 1930 and 1,31 was made up hy sub-
dividing tae list of susoended grour and chain banKs as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
bankPprepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the list of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



• •
Form
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193521
"71ZiAr2/ le c4zor

Loca on e;

t

•
-4-1140,  e-

Name of Eroup

r/26.-ete,o 42 et 
Name of bank

,,„ ry

f4

CIG 

City br town

e„ . F-22 '3/ -
Date of suspension Class

-4-r4P.IP'/Lef
Population

' •
County Stare

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

• •

Amount of loans R.nd investments 7, / 7 5-  ,000 •

Amount of deposits 5:3 4 6  ,000 •

Amount of capital stock $ A .Y..7 .5-  , 000 •

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch offices 

NOTE: The liEt of /Igroup” banks suspended during 1930 and lv31 was made up by suh-
dividing tie list of suspended group and chain banKs as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks WRS determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became R
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the lit of suspended group uanks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



• •
Form .-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193521
":7621Ap 

et.417

T7,11 L.6 (11/.12,.6 
92 -

Name of group Locaiiion

• 'tap-, - / 
Date of suspensionName of bank

%Cq 

Population

?,,
Class

77 7e

County Sta4

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to tht right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anothtr bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments k$ /J°7g.2.,0oo.

Amount of deposits i! qs..3  ,000°

Amount of capital stock .2-4 0  ,000 *

_1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bfanch offices 

NOTE: The list of /Igroup” brinks suspended during 1930 and 1v31 was made up by sub-

dividing tqe list of susuended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups

and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of

adequate information as to the type of control.
For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined

by cnecking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card

record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in

determining the liet of susuended grouu banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



•
Form
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

q796,41P1 Ao., 
Name of group L6cation

lane of bank Date of suspension

3(04-
City or town Population County State

A k.
Class

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

to--

-

Amount of loans and investments F:-)0L  ,000 •

Amount of deposits =I  ,000

Amount of capital stock $ -2, -.  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group', &Inks suspended during 1930 and 1)31 was made up by sub-
dividing tqe list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the liFt of susrended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



Form 1:--117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

T7 GROUPS 71410H IEEE NOT GRANTED LICENSES T1110
FOLLOV,If, TNE BANKIUG HOLIDAY UNTIL

AFTER JUNE 30,  1933. 

LICENSED
masplasma STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193521

Name o

Cit. or town

- 02 s-  z/-
Dlte  

liccnsed

Population

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anothe.r bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

4 fLocation
'91

ad-
Class

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock C •
IT?

‘3,? ki"

e3.2r

,000

,000

,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices

Held office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bfanch officos 

....11111011.

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1;31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of susuended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps arid those that belong to chains. The list of susl)ended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subGivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to cnains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to tile lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determin,1
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently. if any bank became R
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
aetermining the of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



BANKS IN GROUPSIIILH WERE NOT GRATED LICENSEs 410
Form TO FEOPE1,1 FOLLMING TT-IE BANKING HOLIDAY
(Rev. 11-7-36) UNTIL 1_FTEF JUNE 30, 1933. 

Ll6LNSr.D
MEN:013116TCla STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-1935-1/

61*-LtA4-4r- l2244d. „co& ame of' group_of e 64-70)

Name ortI Date aZzaaRsaxicax
licensed

,
Location

e 44(1..v.

c:97-irlots
Class

-414d  7. d, 
City town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments 42r  ,000

Amount of deposits 9/.2  ,000

Amount of capital stock ti-D  , coo

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks susuended during 1930 and 1,31 was made up by sub-
dividing tle list of suspended group and chain ba.n4s as between those that belong
to grousps and those that belong to chains. The list of susl)ended grouu and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to cnains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was deteroined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended Lluring 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
oetermining the liqt of susuended grow- banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



f'

Form :P.,117 Pt-licensed bank pi nerd in.

(Rev. 11-7-36) liquidation or rcecivei ,511 p

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193521

111', \

•

Name of group Location

Name of bank Date of suspension Class

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended blnk by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans :Ind investments k$ ,000

Amount of deposits '4. ,000

Amount of capital stock ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices Number of bi.anch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1)31 was made up sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to groys and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as bctween those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the lit of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



Form *J---117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

111-licertsed ban,k placed in
liquidation or recei rershi p

•

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193521

Name of group Location

Name of bank
1-11'• 3-3

Date of suspension Class

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bnnk by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anoth,r bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments k$ ,000

Amount of deposits  ,000

Amount of capital stock $ ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch offices 

NOTE: The liEt of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1()31 was made up -)3r sub-
dividing tae list of susnended group and chain banks as between those that bPlong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subaivision of the banks as bctween those belonging to groups
and tnose belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-19351 tne list of suspended groun banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later ana suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
aetermining the list of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



IG:=.•.•diC, •

Form
(Rev. 11-7-36)

•

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

,

Name of group Location

Name of bank

10- \\-3

Date of suspension Class

or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anothtr bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans n_nd investments  ,000

Amount of deposits  ,000

Amount of capital stock _1  ,000 -

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general hank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices

Heqd office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch offices 

NOTEs The list of ”group” Innks suspended during 1930 and 1)31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banxs as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknorepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as bctween those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it wqs omitted in
determining the liFt of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



•
Form '''%-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

, (sA.
Name of group Loca ion

trot,,„,1 ic 
Name of bank Date of suspension Class

t ck

City town Population
1-- I too
County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

C? - 2.3

Amount of loans and investments k$ (-1-(1-  ,00C

Amount of deposits LOci  ,000

Amount of capital stock $ P-C  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices Number of branch officPs

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and ly31 was made up by sub-

dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grips and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknorepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and

Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups

and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of

adequate information as to the type of control.
For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grow-, banks was determined

by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card

record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a

membPr of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
uetermining the li-t of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



•
Form ',7e-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193521

Name of group Location

Name of bank

- 33
Date of suspension Class

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments  ,000.

Amount of deposits  ,000 .

Amount of capital stock c;,,, ,000.

1/ Use the same basis as in thE case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offic.s 

NOTE: The liFt of ”groupti banks suspended during 1930 and lc)31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banKs as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subaivision of the banks as bctween those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks wqs determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
aetermining the list of susrended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



•
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193521

- 
AA.Ait\AN, \

Name of group Location

LA , 4—VA Q0  L - 
Nam of bank Date of suspension Class

1
‹; .41, (b k e,- .
c°"-- '-if--rvslAA/0)..Q41, 4 C111 ,  ack,Cei r,...,

City or towii Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

L - t  4-1; e. •

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

S  , o oo

f\L  ,000

\  , oo o

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offics 

NOTE: The list of "groupn banks suspended during 1930 and 1v31 was made up by sub-
dividing tie list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
bank45orepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as bctween those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended uuring 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted i-
determining the liFt of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



•
Form
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193511

Name of group Location

Name of bank Date of suspension Class

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments ',; ,00C '

Amount of deposits '4'  F r .  ,000,

Amount of capital stock c;,,, ,000 •

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch offices 

....411111111.

NOTE: The list of "groupli banks susnended during 1930 and 1,31 was made up by sub-
dividing tqe list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and *chain
banknorepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the list of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



• •
Form
(Rev. 11-7-36) 1923

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

Name of group Location

Name of bank Date of suspension Class

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments  ,000.

Amount of deposits k.$ ,000 '

Amount of capital stock $ -  ,000'

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch offices 

.....1111M1ho

NOTE: The list of "group" banks susnended during 1930 and lv31 was made up sub-

dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banKs as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
bank4V1prepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and

Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups

and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of

adequate information as to the type of control.
For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks WRS determined

by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card

record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the liFt of suspended group banks.

air

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
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BANKS /N GROUPS 111kCH WERE NOT GRANTED LICENSES 41"
Form .-:-117 TO REOPEN FOLLOWING THE BANKING HOLIDA/
(Rev. 11-7-36) UNTIL AFTER JUNE 30. 1933. 

LICE.NSEL 
1/XXXMMIXECKKKATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-1935-

 A211_:610117162_ 
Name of group

_r_tadeet,__Cegtda2L.tuaz_94/_42
Name of bank

City or town

e  C.

Location

i?"-/7-33 
Date orScx§kttv%iailm

iicensEd

4.407,42d,5-  14-t-r!
Population County

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to tht right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken ovr by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

Class'

StRte.'

 ,000

//,,,Zt5-1  ,°°°

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

,000

Number of bfanch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1v31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banxs as between those that belong
to grolps Ind those that belong to chains. The list of suspended grour gnd chqin
banknorepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, 3roup, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became R
MeMber Of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
aetermining the li=t of suspended grour oanks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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•
-Form ?.....117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19352/

Name of group Location

lame of bank Date of suspension Class

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans rmd investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

 ,00C

,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general banx suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices

Head office city

Outsiae head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offices 

J1.11.

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1()31 was made up hy sub-

dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to groys and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and

Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as bctween those belonging to groups

and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of

adequate information as to the type of control.
For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was determined

by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card

record of tanks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
aetermining the liFt of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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•
Irorm
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

0

Name of group Location

Name of bank

1-1 jj-\ q

Date of suspension Class

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by Decemb,tr 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anotntr bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans 'Ind investments k$ )  ,000-

Amount of deposits  ,000 .

Amount of capital stock .,  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1;31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended grour and chain banks as between those that bPlong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as bctween those belonging to groups

and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined

by checking the list of group tanks as of December 31, 1931 against the card

record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became R
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the list of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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• •
Form -,-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

of:‘, (q 
Name of group Location

12 a k  '

Naille of bank

/I-I 7-30 / •
t

Date of suspension Class

1/50

City or town Population
44trbt./ '

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to tht right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anothtr bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

ounty
6z, 1-4
S-tate

Amount of loans and investments k$ /2 6  , 000 •

Amount of deposits k.,3 / 66  ,000 '

Amount of capital stock ,22 r  ,000 •

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

HPad office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch offices 

JP,

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1)31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grovs and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
bankPorepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to cnains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of

adequate information as to the type of control.
For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was determined

by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the liFt of suspended groun banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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Form '='.-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

•

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193511

  . 64, L 14) 
Name of group

a.,A,Aft 
Name of bank

/ 7- 3 L., • ite-rt;

Date of suspension Class

a,tt /1,;(_  q,y-rii •  at.4. 
City or town Population 6ounty State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anoth,r bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

ke;

C  , 000 •

 ,000

/ 0  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous countit?s

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group” bqnks suspended during 1930 and 1;31 was made up by sub-
dividing tqe list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subaivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended groun banks WRS determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became R
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
aetermining the lit of suspended group °Inks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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• •
Form ..-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

ElieLf,e.i(:. (4 6. 42)4.7,4., 
Name of group Location

e- c-aut*.   //-/7- 36 • 

Name of bank Date of suspension Class

•
/3amie.„-it
City or town

2 vo ctle.A.Q.,
Population

a44. •

County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:

(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)

Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments 4 //7  ,000 -

Amount of deposits 4 //34  ,000 '

Amount of capital stock 
/,..:.--0 ,000 .

1/- Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics._

Location of branch offices Number of bi.anch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

NOTEI The list of "group" banks susuended during 1930 and 1)31 was made up by sub-

dividing tae list of suspended grour and chain banKs as between those that belong

to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain

bank45,repared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and

Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups

and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to th., lack of

adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was determined

by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card

record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became R

member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in

determining the lic.t of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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Form
(Rev. 11-7-36)

•
SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-1935V

(A-e -e;,;
Name of group

e ,1-1/ . Ce '
:iame of bank

City or town

11- 17-3o.

Location

&OA./

Date of suspension Class

3, .4,4 1./
Population

; 4. •
County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened dolik,4

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans 7-rnd investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

4/3 7 ,000 •

4,43- ,000 -

 ,000 •

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bfanch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" b-Inks suspended during 1930 and 3e)31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of susuended group and chain banks as between those that bPlong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups

and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of

adequate information as to the type of control.
For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined

by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became R
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the list of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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• •
Form
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19352"/
q) Antiebi.rIt (AA3. 

Name of group

,e7:- e 
Name of bank

a- - "

/1 - /7 • .30

Location

Date of suspension Class

go6 • ilr, .
City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened 0-4 ns.vi.*14.

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

1 07 - 3 D

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

/27  ,000

/ 76  ,000 -

ce? 6—  ,000

11 Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices Number of branch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

NOTE1 The list of "group” &Inks suspended -during 1930 and 1;31 was made up by sub-
dividing tqe list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of sus,pended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subaivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups

and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of

adequate information as to the type of control.
For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended groun banks was determined

by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card

record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the liFt of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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Form -1=:.-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

• •
SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-1935-1/

)2gtaltwdo, 
Name al group Location

•

+Mame of bank,

City or toinn

//- 7 3 •
Date of suspension Class

- g •
Population

ACQZ1-44 ' ez4e.
County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans frnd investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

7 7  ,000 '

Sid  ,000 •

/o  ,000 •

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

He9d office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offices 

NOTE: The list of flgroup" banks susuended during 1930 and 1)31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined
by chPcking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became R
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the liFt of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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Form 'e-1.17
(Rev. 11-7-36)

• •
SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

le0V141. ...//7e:  -4? •
V Name of group Location

a-rtie  /1- / 7 3 0 •  ; 
Name of bank Date of suspension Class

City or town
a.- a,k..

Population Couiiy State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

1-1-01

Amount of loans ;1.nd investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

 ,000 •

/  ,000 -

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bfanch offics 

NOTE: The list of "group" binks suspended during 1930 and 1(-)31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps Ind those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
bank;5•repared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended groun banks was determined
by ch.ecking the list of group banks RS of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of tanks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became R
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
aetermining the Het of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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• •
Form .17-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

 (eP  
Name of group

890,,,,,4 ; 
Name of bank

71/1 L' , 

Location

//- /7- 30

Date of suspension
'

Class

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

7  ,000

sv),. OS-  ,000 •

,000 •

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1,31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to vrolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
bankflorepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later gnd suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the li-t of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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• •
Form --t--.117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19353:-/

/2-t---- -14.1 tZjCh_!^41: r /3 /34..2 Lt.)
Name of group Location

• fe; .; / / -If- .3 a • --- ,(1,4_, 1.--(7_./0 644-0,1 •:-.-,P1.1 . ,--,,- ' 4i. ( .-, -2-7.(71,04 _,,...- ,_ 
--: Name of banke„ Date of suspension Class

,  /, .5-4/ e44.
City or trt Population Count State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans flnd investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

3 g  ,000 •

3 o  ,000 *

,000 •

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" binks suspended during 1930 and 1c)31 was made up by sub-
dividing tqe list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended groub and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups

and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was det,-rmined

by chPcking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card

record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a

member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935,
determining the list of susbended groub banks. 

it was omitted in

Digitized for FRASER 
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Form
(Rev. 11-7-36)

• •
SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-1935V

etegf4.±.tiC
Name of group

69 I • P ) - . L44._ - -

/H7-360 ' 
Name of bank Date of suspension Class

Location

/04t7,,."t121,7/1",, 
City or town

• -/,-.c4 • ;tt. •
Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anotn,tr bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

--,
Amount of loans and investments ,:f 2 li- ,000 ,

Amount of deposits 3/4  ,000 •

Amount of capital stock c;,,, SO  ,000,

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Held office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offics 

NOTE: The list of ”group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1,31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended grour and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was dete.rmined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bn_nk became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the list of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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• •
Form
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

  2/4„44,ba,_, 1;„, of group Location

/24 t . -a-
/ Name of bank

A9-ttzri.-P-tr: •

II-17-3o
Date of suspension

t •
Class

?.5-1 • ezA cAt,„,„/
City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

3 -3 I

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

o  ,000 •

 ,000 •

76- ,000 •

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1;31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banKs as between those that belong
to grollos and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended grouu and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and trios,. belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was detormined
by chocking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of tanks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
mombor of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
lotermining the liFt of susuended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



• •
Form ?'.-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

 A . - 
Name of group Location

(- 024 .  Jr- 17-30 •
Name of bank Date of suspension Class

t-7- •

City or town

• .
, .2 - CXze -

Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened (1.4 ita..04.-tet„t3ewpd

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

-P---kSJ

Amount of loans nnd investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

3  ,000 •

, 000 •

,000 '

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offices 

NOTE: The list of ”group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1)31 was made up -)3r sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banxs as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
bankflorepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the list of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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• •
Form
(Rev. 11-7-36)

73 a, -74

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

(41;3  -.)-02 eta I; / - P_Ar//1 
Name of group

/

'1 /

of bank

11-/7-3o
Date of suspension

Location

l/
tc.„1(--)-1?
Class

3, 2.06 -  ait4 . -
City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate b check mark)
Reopened p4 fria rfv. to.

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

-

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

, 000 •

k,1 5)4  ,000

/06  ,000'

_1./ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices Number of bi.anch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

NOTE: The list of ugroup" banks suspended during 1930 and 1)31 was made up by sub-
dividing t-ie list of susuended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grays and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
bankflorepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subaivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups

and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to th lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended groun banks was det,-rmined
by chPcking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card

record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a

member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it WaF omitted in

determining the liFt of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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Form
(Rev. 11-7-36)

• •
SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193511

a...4a.)
Name of (.:roup Location

/2 - P7-30'
' /34 _ J

Name of bank Date of suspension Class

City or town

2... • 1 az4. -
Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

igp2 -02* -43.6

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

 ,000

 ,000

 ,000 •

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offices 

NOTEs The list of "group!' banks suspended during 1930 and lv31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of susnended group and chain
bankflprepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended groun banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the lint of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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Form .-2.-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

• •

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

eti_elt..„(// (0 e .1? e, x44 tre;', ') • 

Name of group Location

r A 
Aame of bank

//--/ 7-3o • / • 
Date of suspension Class

to q e•-1,go, 

City or town Population County

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened a400.4,71..etil 14-eewt.e.-

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

IZZ-10

(1/.?,4. 
State

Amount of loans and investments S-f ,000

Amount of deposits '4- //6 ,000

Amount of capital stock 42.r ,000

.

-

'

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Held office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bfanch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and lv31 was made up by sub-
dividing tqe list of suspended group ana chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
bankflorepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain BanKing. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups

and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to thc, lack of

adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended groun banks was determined

by claPcxing the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against th card

rPcord of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a

mPmber of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in

determining the liFt of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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Form ..-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

ezt-4.-X 
Nade of bank Date of suspension Class

• •

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-1935V

et- k9Le- f 

Name of group Location

//- / 3 0

1 •

City or town ( Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to tht right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened 1 ..2 - ? - , 

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments ,57  ,000 .

Amount of deposits k$ 70  ,000 -

Amount of capital stock 07.5-1 ,000 '

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offices 

JIMML.

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1)31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
bank4flprepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the liFt of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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• •
Form
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-1935-1i

La; ( „ , I 
Name of group Location

/6,4,14„

Name of bank

•
City or town Population County State

66p, 1-1-e

Date of suspension Class

i I - az-it •

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

j 9 -.9 

Amount of loans ind investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

,2 4/  , o o c -

.2? 8 4 " , o o o

0  , o o o

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bfanch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group” banks suspended during 1930 and 1J31 was made up by sub-
dividing tqe list of susuended group and chain banKs as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of sus7ended group and chain
bankflorepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banxing. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was detPrmined

by cnPcking the list of group banks RS of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in

aetermining the li-t of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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• •
Form P-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

";16,,, .44) 7/6:
Name of group Location

Name of bank

City or town

//- / 7- .3 6

Date of suspension Class

&tit.

Population CouAy State
4,17,7 ,A".--(1,. /16 ,

Disposition of suspended blnk by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anotner bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

ConTletely liquidated

//kM>i (AA-It)

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

7 ,  ,000

7/Y-  ,000

/so  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bl.anch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1;31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of susuended group and chain banks as between those that bPlong
to vrolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended grout and chain
bankr$orepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the li-t of suspended group banks.

1

Digitized for FRASER 
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• •
Form .:''t-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193511

(e? 13 430,-,(4.a)
Name of group

/6. 0 • 1,2 
°Name of bank Date of suspension Class

/ 7- 3 0 •

Location

9 4/ •

114.441-14:4--0
City or t Population

(0_,1-4t,01 64,
County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

/6/  ,000

 ,000

 ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch officPs 

NOTE: The list of "groupti banks suspended during 1930 and 1,31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that bolong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
bankPorepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subaivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups

and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to thP lack of

adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was detPrmined

by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card

record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a

member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in

aetermining the li,t of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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'OM

Form
(Rev. 11-7-36)

• •

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193521

(4 66, 4.,)
Name of group Location

. 714-144-74-ef  •
jame of bank

14U

City or town

5 • 2.1 Ar

Date of suspension Class

410 ' 

Population
CfAA.

Count State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anotiar bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans ,rnd investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

-22-,000

/9  ,000-

/o  ,000 '

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and l'-)31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banKs as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of susrended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subaivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the liFt of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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• •
Form
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

'1-/i1(c)':-E;roup 
(Q./3 

tv• 4 •  .4. s

Name of bank

•

' '
Location

7-3 • ^ •

Date of suspension Class

‘9, o ‘74- -  
City o town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anothtr bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

 ,000 •

3gef  ,000 •

/0 d  , 000 •

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices Number of branch officPs

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1)31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that bPlong
to Frolps Ind those that belong to chains. The list of susr)ended group and chain
banknorepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain BRnking. The subaivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and tnosP belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to thP 1.ck of
adequatP information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was detPrmined
by cnPcking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently,

m0mber of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935,
if any bank became a

it was omitted in
determining the liFt of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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• •
Form
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

}1(..Lgelivelt. ff.); )

Name of group Location

e - - 
Name of bank Date of suspension Class

SW"' 

City or town( Population

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anotn,r bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

4et

.
State

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

/36  ,000 •

/04-  ,000 •

 ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous countius

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks susuended during 1930 and 1J31 was made up by sub-
dividing tqe list of suspended grour and chain banks as between those that belong
to groys and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
bank41Drepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended groun banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bP_nk became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the liFt of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



• •
Form ---117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

Name of sroup Location

/J
y ,
Name of bank

- •

Date of suspension

4
444 

-)/

Cla.ss

,.)

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anoth,..r bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loRns ,?.nd investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

k.3

c.,73?  ,000

 ,000

,? 5-  ,000

_ly4 Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1J31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended grour and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of susrended group and chain
bankfloreplred in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups

and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of

adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was detormined

by chocking the list of group banks Rs of December 31, 1931 against the card

record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bg.nk became a

memb.r of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in

aetermining the liFt of suspended group banks.

 1
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Form
(Rev. 11-7-36)

• •
SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

4440/€4,61X (a. /& /C4-,,h.oi 2/o
Name of group Location

7/. / 7- 30

Name of bank Date of suspension Class

°_ 14, atr› E./
/1

, -

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bnnk by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anoth=r bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans fuid investments 36 0  ,000 •

Amount of deposits k.; 3145-  ,000 -

Amount of capital stock c; Xio  ,000.

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices Number of branch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

NOTE: The liFt of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 32)31 was made up by sub-
dividing tqe list of susuended group and chain ban,:s as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
bankriorepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became R
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the list of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
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Form
(Rev. 11-7-36)

• •
SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

  46_Ede fir, (ay,. ca..-44) * 
Name of group

, 1"
Name of bank

; i• A ."1

11- / 7- 3c. -

Location

Date of suspension Class

3q7 Aect.e.e4.,.4,4 aet.4 . 
City ot town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopenee,

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anothr bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments k$ /0 7  ,000 •

Amount of deposits 4 79  l000 -

Amount of capital stock 2--49  ,000 ^

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics._

Location of branch offices Number of bi.anch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1)31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended groun banks was detormined

by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against th. card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became R
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the li=t of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
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• •
Form
(Rev. 11-7-36)

f

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

Name of group

;
-  , wtty . 6 .

Name of bank

City or town

//-//' 36

)7 / 
Location

If
Date of ouspension Class

;

y' •
Population County

Disposition of suspended blnk by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anothe,r bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

6,/,‘" • .

State

Amount of loans lnd investments /;2, qi/6  ,000 '

Amount of deposits L2, s 7i  ,000 '

Amount of capital stock $ 76-o  ,000 •

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bfanch offices 

NOTE: The liFt of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1J31 was made up by sub-
dividing tqe list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the airection of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subaivision of the banks as between those belongina to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
aetermining the of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



Form
(Rev. 11-7-36)

• •
SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

z / .1 ,,telte,ai, (ei 
Name of grop Location

. .  P  
0-17_ 3 0 .

Name of bank Date of suspension Class

.-*

7- tr. 

/,,5•493- • dt.de,-4/ • a44 .
City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to tht right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anothtr bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments -2-0 6  ,000 -

Amount of deposits .././ 3  ,000 -

Amount of capital stock SO  ,000-

gi Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices Number of bi-anch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

NOTE: The list of "group" banks susnended during 1930 and 1(-)31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grays Ind those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
bankPorepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended groun banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
aetermining the of suspended group banks.

•

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
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• •

Name of bank

Form ',-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

724,11,1 _di 447 - - (4. g a • v1) -  

G1 Name of group Location

4-..5qi,4 
Date of suspension Class

-

er. - • 3 7 el Y 2.4. • '
City or town Population ounty State

Disposition of suspended bnnk by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anotner bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

C  ,000 .

 ,000•

/0  ,000 •

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1;31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banKs as between those that belong
to groups and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended groub and chain
bank;Trepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subaivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became R
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
aetermining the of susbended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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• •
Form --117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

/ : '

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

74L 
Namt of group Location

-- Ait 
Name of bank

-/' 

11-17 -30 ere
Date of suspension Class

h. 6 • 044,0 r

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to tht right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

k$ /3, 7 3  ,000

(4.3 //, 2  ,000 -

C.
er) / c  ,000 •

11 Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices Number of branch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1;31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of susnended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and thosP belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to thP lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was detPrmined
by chPcking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
rPcord of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
membPr of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the liFt of suspended groun banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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• •
Form
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

01-06. doe-40 t
' Name of group Location

„go

fir,,,,4 7e.4(1   i/- /q-- 3o
'IlName of bank Date of suspension Class

711e 7,i4  -/ •
City or town Population

f •

(<;"C-4 (-0- 11" 4

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

6.--2 A •

State

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

/ / 7  ,000

4  mo •

/6-  ,000-

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of gener,11 bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offices 

•

NOTE: The list of "group" bulks suspended during 1930 and 1:31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of susnended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subaivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tile list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of tanks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later ana suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
aetermining the liFt of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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• •
Form
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

Way. 4t-

Nam,e of 6roup Location

,  
//- 7- 30

Name of bank

;til",1_,

Date of suspension Class

'12 - • 3, 'SC? •  e 

City or town Population Coun

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

at4
State

-.7-1 -3 0

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

&/R,000

S78l000•

,000 •

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices

Held office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch offices

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1)31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of susuended group and chain banKs as between those that belong
to grolps Ind those that belong to chains. The list of susr)ended group and chain
bankPorepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequat. information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was det-rmined
by chPcking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
membar of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
letermining the of susnended grout banks.
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Form '".-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

(17 

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193511

,A.va • /3 aide.) 
Name of group Location

Name of bank

rzallauti 

1 /- 7 - 3 6 •
1 -

Date of suspension Class

ic

S 3 , 1\9 a/trt L .

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

/3, i&  ,000

e k ef 0  ,000

....4"o 0  ,000 •

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

111 Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1)31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks -as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
bankflorepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the liFt of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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• •
Form T:-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

pz,„ (a.e. h0a,,A4 71ez„,7-44,-
dj Name of group Location

ade€2,71 ti ,Z //- / 7- 36 •
Name of bank

City or town

) •

Date of suspension Class

Lio - 
Population / County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anoth,:r bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

LC.9  ,000 •

9 7  ,000 •

/So  ,000 •

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bfanch offices 

NOTE: The list of ”group” banks susuended during 1930 and l';31 was made up by sub-
dividing tqe list of susuended group and chain banks as between those that b=,long
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended groun banks WRS determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
aetermining the of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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• •
Form -:-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-1935-1/

42/ 
if Name of group Location

44.1z. efi  
Name of bank

6.0 U41-1,0,..

('
• •• Ile Cs( ")

/1-1 -7-36

r/-
••"7

t: •

2/4r, f.)
Date of suspension Class

.2,57 3 - 2 /2-(vJ44-Q.cti/.#/x.t: 
City or town Population County State

a44. •

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anothtr bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amoulit of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stook

:2 4 0  ,000 •

/J'7,000 •

 ,000 •

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch offices 

-.11111116

NOTE: The list of ”group” banks suspended during 1930 and 1)31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banKs as between those that belong
to En-9F and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknorepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as bctween those belonging to groulps
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to th,=, lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks WRS dot.rmined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank becam,, a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the lit of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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• •
Form 3-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193511

X4a7,51 .6  2/41010,44
Name of group Location

73a."..4 / 7- "_2, 0 - 71-erl'L

Name o bank

611--)1-#-V •

Date of suspension Class

3s'. •
City ot, town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anoth,r bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

7‘  ,000

CI  ,000 •

 ,000 •

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices Number of branch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

NOTEt The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1s)31 was made up by sub-

dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banKs as between those that belong
to grolps and those that*belong to chains. The list of suspended grou and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and

Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups

and tilos. belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of

adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was det.rmin.d

by cnecking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against th. card

record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a

m.mbor of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in

determining the liFt of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
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• •
Forn
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

np-e-'t) (.4e(6e/e- (4? /3 • 64-.,46.. .1 2, aalwdet-
Name of group Location

Nanae of bank

/./.-/ 7- .

./1 .

Date of suspension Class

/9414  • •
City or to' Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

/0 -5-,000

 ,000 •

3o  ,000 •

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 12;31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banKs as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknorepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended groun banks was detormined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any b=4.nk became R
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the list of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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• •
Form
(Rev. 11-7-36)

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

A r- )/etak,-.
Name of group Location

Name of bank

/3itt,Z('
City or town Population County State

Date of suspension Class

/. 6, /I • aAlp. -

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

02. 3,Y,000

.2.6 70  ,000

e  ,000

1./ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties'

Total

Number of bfanch offices 

OIL

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1').31 was made up by sub-
dividing tqe list of suspended group and chain banxs as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
bankrorepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to th., lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended groun banks was det.,rmined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
membc,r of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it wa omitted in
determining the lit of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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Form
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• •
SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193511

te",‘") /6 
co.eg.t. (q .1? 'dz.)) liGt) 

Name of group Location

(Pe . k  
Name of bank

I' •

Date of suspension Class

so , V
City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

`41

 ,00C -

.2/4  ,000

3.5-  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Hc:ad office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offices 

NOTE: The list of ”group” banks suspended during 1930 and 1)31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banKs as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended proup and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of

adequate information as to the type of control.
For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was determined

by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became R
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the liFt of suspended group banks.

6 

Digitized for FRASER 
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• •
Form -7-7.-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

;/. /7 7t,' a/

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

(t) k / ( -1,.A;„

Name of group

/1„../':/71-76-1 •

iame of bank

(q./ P, 

1,2 -36 '36

Location

Date of suspension Class

/r)zh (. .,‘  /0 I/S• *." 64,4.  •
City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to th7-: right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anotn.tr bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

1

Amount of loans r.nd investments ,;$ //6  ,000 •

Amount of deposits ia• /  ,000 .

Amount of capital stock 3 e ,000 -

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices Number of bi.anch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and lc)31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to groups and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknirepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups

and tnose belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of

adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was determined

by checking the list of group hanks as of December 31, 1931 against the card

rPcord of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became R

member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in

aetermining the liFt of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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Form
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SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

t(ei e • /3G-1 4.4 ) 7h1:2,41-v-ta.c. 
Name of group Location

•66,;4-4.  -  //-/ 7- 3 0 • )"(_er 
Name of bank Date of suspension Class

City or tqwn

So 7
Population

614
County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened a4 ex-44.

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

- v5" - 

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

/41  ,000 •

iss",000.

2.5  ,000 •

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and lv31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that bc)long
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was dPtormined
by chPcking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became R
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
aetermining the liFt of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
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Form
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SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193531

Name of group Location

z14-41-- 6a7-1-4 • A , /
Name of bank Date of suspension Class

9. 90 atk. •
City or tbwn Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopeneci

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans o.nd investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

° ail, 000

9S /  ,000

/So  , 000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suscended during 1930 and 1)31 was made up by sub-
dividing tqe list of susuended grour and chain banks as between those that belong
to Frolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknorebared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subaivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups

and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of

adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined

by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card

rPcord of banks suspended cluring 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a

member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in

determining the list of susuended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193521

'

Name of group

O-"ty. -7tv

Name of bank

(C).6. 46.

//-,2F- 30

.

:7%,' t' f 1-f

Location

7Zr $

Date of suspension Class

CI in (1-`,--1 t5-3-0 ' 1:4 erre-14.1

City or town Population County

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

62 • A
State

Amount of loans nnd investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

 ,000 -

V?  ,000

/°  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1)31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended grour and chain banks as between those that belong
to groups and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
bankflErepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
aetermining the li7t of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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/3(1_,4 _09

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

of J.,. (4:?• 6. 6a k 447 )
(liame of group Location

ame of bank

/ 7- ,

,
/, 

)2e)ii
Date of suspension Class

233,
City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded. by new bank

Taken over by anoth,,r bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans rind investments ,57,000 -

Amount of deposits 37,000 -

Amount of capital stock Ao  ,000-

1./ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices Number of branch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

NOTE: The list of "group" banks susuended during 1930 and 1v31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banr:s as between those that belong
to grotips and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
bankftreplred in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups

and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of

adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, list of suspended groun banks was determined

by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card

record of tanks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bP.nk became a

member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in

determining the list of susrended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193521

(1.13  4. 

Name of group Location
-

_ • 7 - • ,
<' 2-7 ' 4 • 

Nithe of bank Date of suspension Class

7y Ate/ /3(7 .

j, • '„ • ',A- .
City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anotn.tr bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

//-,.24-30

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

  000

2/  000

C• ) 5-  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1)31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
bankflorepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subaivision of the banks as between those belongina to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
uetermining the liFt of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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• •
SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

Y.e/2,v4

Name of groap Location

Name of bank

/o- 27-3o '7? A e,̀•
Date of suspension Class

..*-71":::". it* 
.

/1:J. 

City or town Population CounT,y State

Disposition of ,suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anotn,r bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

g y6  ,000

-  ,000

 ,000

Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices Number of branch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

NOTE: The list of "grouplt banks suspended during 1930 and 1,31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banKs as between those that *belong
to groups and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended grow) and chain
bankMepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to grotros
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack c:
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks WRS determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became R
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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,

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193521

c 41. S
A

.

Name of group

6f; %..,\NLA,u-Q,,-n )

Name of bank

City or town

0- l'it) CC. 

Location

/ 
Date of suspension 

\ 

Class

ri..)r / / s-
Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anotner bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments  ,00C

Amount of deposits '.,3 ,000

Amount of capital stock $ ikt)-  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1)31 was made up by sub-
dividing te list of suspended group and chain banKs as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
bankrrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to grours

and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became R
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the liFt of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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SUSPFNSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193521

„

''' ''k!-- - k\I j....7 • .._." o - \ l_.'VOZ... ,,_ 

Name of group Location

(-- „) „ .., ..V,v,/,-1-k)--e..DA,... \c,,,,,,,,...1V,.... q--- I V-- ‘i .-.-  ) --1 v\ ''''t A....: • .'
Name of bank Date of suspension Class

q
City or town Population County

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

.
State;

Amount of loans 7,i1c1 investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

3, I  ,00c

3 i  ,000

4o-c  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1'431 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended grour and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
bankrrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, thp list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later ana suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the liFt of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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,

• •

, SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

t  \'`‘

Name of group Locatibn

tNca.nA 

Name of bank 
eit y- 3 LL 

Date of suspension Class

City or town
5.-/ 

Population County State

. 4

e

Disposition of suspended bqnk by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anotner bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments k$ /,5-4/  ,000

Amount of deposits 4 )?„?.:  ,000

Amount of capital stock $ ,56  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group?' banks susnended during 1930 and 1)31 was made up by sub-
dividing tqe list of susuended group and chain banks as between those that bPlong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subaivision of the banks as bctween those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
aetermining the liFt of susuended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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• •

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

e t, 

Name of group Location

VA.,,„\r‘z ) 
Nam of bank

Ct v1/4

City or town

\5"-- 5' 3 a.
Date of suspension Class

1 / 1--_.6-\ecct.%441/
Population County

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anothtr bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

o-

iAN
h 1 V) KA 

State (si

Amount of loans nnd investments s / ‘ 7  ,000 ,

Amount of deposits * g9 ‘  ,000 •

Amount of capital stock /3-0  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics._

Location of branch offices Number of bl'anch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

NOTE: The list of ”groupll banks suspended during 1930 and lv31 was made up hy sub-
dividing tae list of susuended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
bankfrepared in 1931 uncter the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as bctween those belonging to groups
and those belonging to cnains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to tha lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspendea in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the list of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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Form
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—all

VANK3 IN 0110410WHICH WEV1 UOT WANT= LICEN3A0
XSOMM MIMING TIM BAUD° HOLIDAY UNTM

OM IVA )41.1.
LICENSED
MENOMMICKSCATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

Name o group

.4
1: .4

lane of bank

City or town

10-le 
Date afozampan sion

licensed

Population

,Jocation

IC46114a-SI'S.11/.

County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anoth=r bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

 ,CCC

de%5- r.nr,

c2L,r  ,00c

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general banx suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bl.anch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and l',31 was maJe up by sub-
dividing tae list of susciended group and chain banKs as between those that belong
to grolps Ind those that belong to chains. The list of susnended grour and chain
bankflorepared in 1931 unaer the direction of the Comittee on Branch, aroup, and
Chain Banking. The subaivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to cnains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card

- - a 4/- a.,61

determining the li-t of susuended group banks.
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in

record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became R

)'"-4b ,74 et.-4-c14 

"to
Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
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Form
(Rev. 11-7-36)

BARKI Ix attouestrat vas por GRANT= LICER301,0
MOM ICALWITIO ?XX SAUDI HOMO UWITI•

AM ME 30, 
LICENSED
nammaa STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

,
6C---et/Z 

Name of group

)9J>i -  / - / - 
ame of bank Date CIZANSp2NNigOR

license

City or own
1

Population
A-Akde...4""tt.4-,
County

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the, right, where availabler

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

lass

".2)
State

101 -14/. - \?6-

Amount of loans and investments (g;  q.02r7  ,00C.

Amount of deposits a 5 3  ,000

Amount of capital stock ..6  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Held office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous countius

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bfanch offices

NOTE' The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1v31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps Ind those that belong to chains. The list of susnended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the ComLittee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subaivision of the banks as between those belonging to grouPs
and those belonging to cnains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to tile lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended groun banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became R
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the li-t of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
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orm
Rev. 11-7-36)

-

110

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193511

Name of group Location

Name of bank Date of suspension Class

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anothtr bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amoullu of loans and investments

Amount of deposits  ,000

Amount of capital stock   ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices Number of branch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

NOTE: The list of "group!' banks suspended during 1930 and 1)31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended groun and chain banKs as betweim those that belong
to grips and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
bankflorepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and tnose belonging to cnains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tilt, list of suspended grour banks was determined
by cnecking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became R
member of a group in 1932 or later ana suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the li-t of susuended grout, wanks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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BOO IX 00011406 WI moor GRANTED LICSKUS 41"
Form --117 TO MOM FOLLOWING Vit SMEXIVII "DUDA!
(Rev. 11-7-36)

1,10E/IS41133/4881"3"21116
:ZUSITNelialii.. STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS , 1930-1935-V

ali:e-vt..At,e 
Name of group

.  C,t4L.i41:;leA411 12212.414 
Nam of bank

— — .? 
Date of:.: 3113plarlaiaa

licensed

Location

Cla.ss

044z.  /  4t4,1
City or town Population County Stat

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anothr bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

k$ J-D

42-.3

.2 

,000

,000

,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Held office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bfanch offics 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks susoended during 1930 and 1,31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of susoenced group and chain banKs as betwen those that belong
to group and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended grour and chain
banknorepared in 1931 under the direction of the Comr.ittee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subaivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to cnains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was detrminel
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bnnk became R
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the of susuended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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BANKS IN GROU411WHICH WERE NOT GFLNTED A,ICENSE1020
RLOPEN FOLLOWING THE BANKrG HOLIDAY UNTILArTa JUNE 4,0, 1933.
LICENSED
URFINSIGN STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-1935-1/

'?-11-1.-.• 
Name of group

.41 ila-A-vt.% C - 3 
Na e of bank Date lth.rsaTERDP-11.1EiLID

ity or town
t417 

Popuiation County

licensed

7'1 ,

Location

Class

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

of-&t..t2e
State

/7 

Amount of loans and investments (if-14F  ,00C
Amount of deposits tj-0,23  ,00C

Amount of capital stock in?  ,C--

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Heqd office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1 31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banKs as betwetm those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, aroup, and
Chain Banking. The subaivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to cnains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to tLe lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the cRrd
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bRnk became R
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it WRS omitted in
determining the of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
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Form .,:-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

BANKS IN GROU TICH :OT GE,TTED LICIZ:SAO0b
REOPEN ING THE BA=...G HOLIDAY UT.TIL

AFTEF JT,TE 30, 1933.

iACL:.L;LD
EXIIBEINSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193511

Name of group

_ci..ee-24.4-
City or town

'Car Locat'ion -//

Date xse.Decrispensitio:
licensed

/.151 
Population

)r;;;Pelir
County

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anoth,r bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

ctass

-k..)G1(4.4!
State

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

ct  ,000

isaP  ,000

,000

I/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bfanch officas 

NOTE: The list of ”group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1v31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to groys Ind those that belong to chains. The list of susnended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 unaer the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subuivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks RS of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended Lluring 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became R
member of a group in 1932 or later qnd suspended in 1932-1935, it WRS omitted in
aetermining the li,t of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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Form .r:.-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

BANKS IN GROIIVHICH IEEE NOT GRANTED LICENSIOTO
REOPEN FOL OWLYIG THE BANKLZ HOLIDAY UNTIL

AFTER JUNE 30J 

'LICENSED
ENSRENSICIN STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

Name of group

.t,e-4-4---6-t, ,-QC1.-eLe& ct./4--A 
Name of bank

/0 - le -
Da zoinfais47131.11%),

licensed

/0.17,4 f
City or town Population County State

c-47 Class

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anothtr bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

3te' 

1 • %I

Amount of loans end investments ki „ 2 if?  ,ccc
Amount of deposits .S Afg2.  

e -
,,

Amount of capital stock pi-4  ,CC

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Held office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and le;31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of suspended groue and chain
bankflorepared in 1931 under the direction of the Comittee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to cnains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became R
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the li,t of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



Form r:-.117
(Rev, 11-7-36)

t,e01

BA.2,KS apor ,TCH WEFE GEANTED LICEI;SA400
a THE BLNKL-G HOLIDAY UNTIL

AFTER RUE 30, 1933.

LICENSED
ZMIROSIUN STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

ot,ke, 
Name of group

Z;ex .  e 
lame of bank Date gixib,igRgAikk lass

17402-2- 
f:, -)1)

City or town Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anotn.=r bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Location

pfre_.1,..: ---)

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

k$ 0,a2 174  ,00C

 ,000

,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offices 

J•11111.

NOTE: The list of "group!' banks suspended during 1930 and 1,31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banKs as between those that belong
to grovs and those that belong to chains. The list of susnended group and chain
banknorepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to cnains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became =
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the lict of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
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Form i'.-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

BANKS IN GROUVVHICH WEEE NOT GEASTED LICENSEAPO
REOPEN FO WING THE BANKILG HOLIDAY UNTIL

AFTER JUNI 30, 1912.

SUSPENSION STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

Name o group

_g7:--114.4-2e St .1:4'elAAL-1  iL;)A,44,i
N me of bank

 c -17 S 3
Date lottzuspelasimr

licensed

7 ? )-ra "-t)av-f-k 
Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to tht right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anotntr bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Class

Amount of loans frnd investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

 ,occ

 ,coo

 ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of bi.anch offic.s 

NOTE: The list of ”group” banks suspended during 1930 and 1 31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended grout) and chain banKs as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of susl)ended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 unaer the direction of the Comndttee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to grouus
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was determine,-I
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
aetermining the li,t of susuended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



Form
ev. 11-7-36)

0/'

BANKS IN GROVHICH WERE NOT GRANTED LICENSWO
REOPEN TO NG THE BANKING HOLIDAY UNTIL

AFTER JUNE 30k 1222.
LICENSED
aunslana STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

Name of group

-

City r town

/O--/e- 33 
Date ofx.xmlquniziom

liceireired

z,"74../
Class

em.2/?' - • 0/ "4-A4let, 
Population County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

- 3‘.1-

Amount of loans and investments .5-o-  ,000

Amount of deposits T.?  ,000

Amount of capital stock ij.-  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices Number of bl.anch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1'431 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of suspended group and chain banks as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of susbended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to cnains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to tt,e lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was determinE,
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it WRS omitted in
determining the list of susuended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



Fo
(R

C ty or town

4110BANKS IN GBOUPSICH URI MOT GRANTED LIONSS8
rm TO EMMA YOLLONIXOTH2 SAWN HOLIDAY
ev. 11-7-36) UNTIL  An 3.113. 

111333SMCX1 STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193521

.

odt:evi- /7-/e-r-i*--/2-;1-t,  
Name of group /

e - ? 
Date §kg),§(noltaisnt

licensed

't7!.c)14-ezet.t..;
Population County

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Location

Class

State

Amount of loans and investments 0  ,000

Amount of deposits ,',I '70- '

Amount of capital stock c,2%./- 'Cs

—17 Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

, Location of branch offices Number of bfanch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

NOTE: The list of "group!' banks suspended during 1930 and l',31 was made up by s.
dividing tae list of suspended groun and chain banks as between those that belong
to groups and those that belong to chains. The list of susnended group and chain
bankriEreplred in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to chains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended grour banks was determined
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became R
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the of susuended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



RANKS IN amoulapam WWI NOT 04',NTID LicrisApp
MOM 'zoom TRA BANKIA, mum orm

Form '-'-117 ADMAINIUga
(Rev. 11-7-36)

LICENSED
laUGPAMIXE STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

1eil
Name of group

a_t4;1,1 

"111-914"L---- 
- - 2,?; 

Name of bank Date ›oc&A=Penzica Class
license

  1 I tf t -24) 
'City or town Populatioin County State

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

/,_1;07  ,00C

(, qof  ,000

/4 (.5--,  ,000
1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

Number of branch offices 

NOTE: The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and l',31 was made up by sub-dividing tae list of suspended groun and chain banKs as between those that belongto grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of susrended group and chainbanknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Comlittee on Branch, 3roup, qnd
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to grouPsand those belonging to cnains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack ofadequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was det,=.rmined
by checking the list of group banks RS of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bn_nk became R
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the liFt of suscended grour banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



Form ',=-117
(Rev. 11-7-36)

BANKS IN GB:201MR ma NOT GEANTED LICznsaill0
RUTIN %PIG THZ HAMA HOLIDAY UNTIL

AMR JuNZ,,92 12,3.

la&azaDai STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-19351/

es --id ce}4, /r-
Name of group

Et_ e-L-t-a-/ 
N e of bank

0- 7-
Dateiofoeusperlaixam

license(dz

%1- 1 7, .?

Class '

-)4) 
C' y r own Population County Stat.

Disposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to tht right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by anotntr bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

/02 -11.74 ---6-

Amount of loans and investments

Amount of deposits

Amount of capital stock

A.7 ?"7 

,31  ,000

1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices 

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

,000

Number of branch offic.s 

NOTEs The list of "group" banks suspended during 1930 and 1 31 was made up by sub-
dividing tae list of susoenced grour and chain banKs as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of susr)ended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 unaer the direction of the Coimittee on Branch, Group, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to grouPs
and those belonging to cnains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to tne lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, tne list of suspended grour banks was determin,2d
by checking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of banks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became R
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the of susuended grout banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
https://fraser.stlouisfed.org 
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Fo
(R

-)t) 
City or town

rm
ev. 11-7-36)

BANKS IN GROI1WHICH WERE NOT GRANTED :ACINSIOTO
RE:0Pa 70 WING THE BARU,* HOLIDAY UNTIL

ma. JUNE,3D 1912.

LICENSED
31/3=a1:0111 STATISTICS OF BANKS IN GROUPS, 1930-193521

(0 ,411 atA;),1_4Li 
Name of group

AC%144/ A.0*14 1 0 -J e -33 
Name of bank Date ai)..5A2i5t1U2i2D1

licensed

"?fifie4"Yr',

jocation

Population County

isposition of suspended bank by December 31, 1935:
(Show data in the column to the right, where available:

otherwise indicate by check mark)
Reopened

Succeeded by new bank

Taken over by another bank

In process of liquidation

Disposition not recorded

Completely liquidated

Class

--)4) 
State

4.1 

Amount of loans and investments k$ / kj-Pi  ,000

Amount of deposits / / /  ,000

Amount of capital stock ,7 5  , 000
1/ Use the same basis as in the case of general bank suspension statistics.

Location of branch offices Number of branch offices

Head office city

Outside head office city -

Head office county

Contiguous counties

Non-contiguous counties

Total

NOTE: The list of "group?' banks suspended during 1930 and 101 was made up by sub-
dividing tie list of susuended group and chain bans as between those that belong
to grolps and those that belong to chains. The list of susnended group and chain
banknrepared in 1931 under the direction of the Committee on Branch, aroup, and
Chain Banking. The subdivision of the banks as between those belonging to groups
and those belonging to cnains is necessarily somewhat arbitrary due to the lack of
adequate information as to the type of control.

For the period 1932-1935, the list of suspended groun banks was determined
by cnecking the list of group banks as of December 31, 1931 against the card
record of blnks suspended during 1932-1935. Consequently, if any bank became a
member of a group in 1932 or later and suspended in 1932-1935, it was omitted in
determining the li-t of suspended group banks.

Digitized for FRASER 
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